Colombia Travel Guide: The Top 10 Highlights in Colombia
(Globetrotter Guide Books)

Colombia: Get Blown Away by
Beauty!Lets face it: youve been through
Europe, done the States and frankly you
need something different. Youre looking
for that sense of adventure that you simply
cant find on a cruise ship or mega-resort.
You want a place with the beaches of the
Caribbean, the adventure of Costa Rica and
the beauty of Alaska, as well as tons of
activities and the happiest people in South
America. The answer is Colombia.This
South American country offers its visitors
some of the most spectacular beaches in
the world, beautiful colonial towns and
amazing natural sites just waiting to be
explored.However, because Colombia is
such a large country, planning a trip there
can be overwhelming with so many options
for places to see and things to do. That is
why you must get this compact book that
narrows down the options of the
recommended places every traveler should
visit during their vacation in Colombia.
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CristalesFollow in the footsteps of the
Colombianos and seek refuge on one of
Colombia spectacular beaches. The idyllic
landscapes will be more than enough to
keep you happy and entertained during
your stay.Colombia also has several
colonial cities with great architecture and
old-world charm. Starting with the capital
city, Bogota, tourists who want to
experience the Colombia lifestyle should
simply take a stroll through the historic
center.One of the many things Colombia is
famous for is its coffee. But, did you know
you can take a tour of the coffee region,
mingle with the farmers and marvel at their
colorful towns?Well, in this easy to read
travel guide youll find out which are the
most popular towns, but also the most
interesting cites and unspoiled regions and
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what other amazing things you can do
while vacationing in Colombia.Do it now!
Get the Colombia Travel Guide right now
and start planning a holiday you will never
forget!
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